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1. Introduction : None o? the theories (1,2,3 & 4) put forward
,so far to explain the radlo-emisslon from EAS, has been succesa?ul
to give satisfactory explanation of all the, experimental data obt-
ained from various laboratories over the globe. It is apprehended
that emission mechanism at low and high ?rsquencies may be quite
different, (5). This calls for new theoretical look into the phen-
omenons
Using basic equations $?Kahn & Lerche (1) and
a much sophisticatedmodel for shower structure,Castagnoli et el.
(2) calculated the radiation field st a point outside the disc of
charges= They, howeverp calculated the redle¢ion _ield due to curr-
e.nt and excess charge only. In this paper, the requltant field insi-
de the disc of charges, due to current and dipole moment have been
calculated afresh using the.technique adopted by Caatagnoli et el.
,(2)_ .from very low to very high frequencies$
2. He?hods , The radiation field at a distance R from the _ .
axis of the shower disc can be obtained by phase mixing the contr-
ibutions from the various rings of charges. For a point lying ins-
Ida the disc of charges of radius Ro at a distance R from the axis,
the point will be an outer one w.r.t, the disc of radius R and an
inner one w.r.t, the annular ring of inner radius R and an outer
¢mdius Ro. Accordinglyp effects of the disc of radius R and the ann-
uls_ ring are to be taken into account.
The current field at a distance R from the axis
( R<Ro ) =
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(A) Current field due to the disc of radius/R _ _ _
,- _ _,o =xzvxO4Nx _K_=_) (K<r)e *E¢ CR)= _ %_' ar .... (',) ..
(B) Current field due to the annular ring of inner radius R and QUi-
et radius Ro : ,_ -0t5 -_:_s v/=94/_"
- -ksJc___R)_ ' _c,_ . r ' " *' '_-,-T_..)
C29'4)z -p. • . _ ,
The dipole field at a distance R from the axis (R<Ro) !
(C) Dipole field due %0 the disc of radiu s R =
,, _ . -..z, _ i. =_ ,/..,,. 4,} ct..#. <_)' " x0 " .........
(D) Dipole field due. So the annular ring of inner radius R and
outer radius Ro =
d
I II I U
The vector sum of Ec _ Ec _ Ep & Ep w_ll give _hs resul%-
an% field, .
3. Results t Equations (1) %0 (4) have been integrated nume-
rically at various frequencies for Re40 me Roe1 O0 m and E= 1016eV.
. Theoretical frequency apec_e of (_) the presen_ _ork_i(_i) Hough_
as wall as _he experimental da_a of differen_ workers _ozmelised a_
80 RHz wi_h the _heore_ical curve of Hough (4)_ ere shown in F_g.l.#
4, Di,s,cussion I Experimental resulCs of different _orkacs .(617p
= 8 ) suppor¢ the presence of a plateau region in _he frequency range
(40-60)HHz. for frequencies above 80 HHz_ experimental da_a of _s
presen_ group, wi%hin experimental error_ agree wi_h %h_ presen_
calculation. Bu_ in _he low frequency region ( _10 HHz)_ none of_he
expsrlmen_al results support any of _he _heore_ical predictions_ I_
seems _o indicate _ha_ below 80 HHz besides geomagnetic macHanism_
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some other mechanism/s are aZso involved, Nature of variat'ion of
experimental data .with frequency shows gradua& decreqse of the
Q
effect of theobove unknown mechanism/e towards 80 MHz,
55 Conclusions : Theoretical as well as the experimental results
of the p_esant authors and also of other workers indicate that the
frcquency spectrum is rather fla_ in the frequency range (40-60)MHz, 8
Above BO NHz, the radio-emission can be explained with the help of
geomagnotic mechanism. But at very low frequency (< 10 NHz)p mecha-
nisms other than oeomagnetlc are involved.
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